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Abstract
Hardware accelerators are a promising solution to optimize
the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of cloud datacenters. This
paper targets the costly Transport Layer Security (TLS) and
investigates the TLS acceleration for the widely-deployed
event-driven TLS servers or terminators. Our study reveals
an important fact: the straight offloading of TLS-involved
crypto operations suffers from the frequent long-lasting
blockings in the offload I/O, leading to the underutilization
of both CPU and accelerator resources.

To achieve efficient TLS acceleration for the event-driven
web architecture, we propose QTLS, a high-performance TLS
asynchronous offload framework based on Intel® QuickAs-
sist Technology (QAT). QTLS re-engineers the TLS software
stack and divides the TLS offloading into four phases to
eliminate blockings. Then, multiple crypto operations from
different TLS connections can be offloaded concurrently in
one process/thread, bringing a performance boost. Moreover,
QTLS is built with a heuristic polling scheme to retrieve accel-
erator responses efficiently and timely, and a kernel-bypass
notification scheme to avoid expensive switches between
user mode and kernel mode while delivering async events.
The comprehensive evaluation shows that QTLS can provide
up to 9x connections per second (CPS) with TLS-RSA (2048-
bit), 2x secure data transfer throughput and 85% reduction
of average response time compared to the software baseline.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, cloud datacenters demand continuous perfor-
mance enhancement to fulfill the requirements of cloud
services that are becoming globalized and scaling rapidly
[5, 12, 25]. Hardware accelerators, including GPU, FPGA and
ASIC, are a promising solution to optimize the Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO) as both energy consumption and computa-
tion cost can be reduced by offloading similar and recurring
jobs [12, 23, 29, 31].

This paper targets an important type of datacenter work-
load: the SSL/TLS processing in various TLS servers or ter-
minators [30, 56]. As the backbone protocols for Internet
security, SSL/TLS have been employed (typically in the form
of HTTPS) by 64.3% of the 137,502 most popular websites on
the Internet as reported in November 2018 [34]. However,
due to the continual involvement of crypto operations, partic-
ularly the costly asymmetric encryption, the TLS processing
incurs significant resource consumption compared to an in-
secure implementation on the same platform [6, 23, 32, 59].

There have been some studies that made efforts to offload
TLS-involved crypto operations to general-purpose acceler-
ators, such as GPU, FPGA and Intel® Xeon Phi™ processor
[18, 22–24, 40, 43, 58, 59]. These studies mainly concentrated
on the programming to enable efficient calculation of the
needed crypto algorithms (e.g., RSA [55]), without paying
much attention to the offload I/O. However, our study reveals
that for the widely-deployed event-driven 1 TLS servers or
terminators, such as Nginx [36], HAProxy [7] and Squid [8],
the straight offloading of crypto operations is not sufficiently
competent for the TLS acceleration. The main challenge is
1handling multiple concurrent connections in one process/thread, instead
of thread-per-connection
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the frequent long-lasting blockings in the offload I/O, lead-
ing to (1) a large amount of CPU cycles spent waiting and
(2) a low utilization of the parallel computation units in-
side the accelerator. As both CPU and accelerator resources
are underutilized, the anticipated performance enhancement
cannot be reached.

In this paper, we propose QTLS, a high-performance TLS
asynchronous offload framework based on Intel® QuickAs-
sist Technology (QAT) [20], to achieve efficient TLS accel-
eration for the event-driven web architecture. As a modern
ASIC-based crypto acceleration solution, QAT is competitive
in energy-efficiency and cost-performance compared to the
general-purpose accelerators [5, 25]. Moreover, it provides an
additional security layer for sensitive data (e.g., private keys),
which can be securely protected inside the ASIC hardware
and never be exposed to the memory [45].

To eliminate blockings in the offload I/O, QTLS re-engineers
the TLS software stack to enable the asynchronous support
for crypto operations in all the layers. The TLS offloading
is divided into four phases: pre-processing, QAT response
retrieval, async event notification and post-processing. In
the pre-processing phase, the offload jobs are paused after
crypto submission to return control to the application pro-
cess. When QAT responses for crypto results are retrieved,
the application process is notified by async events to resume
the paused offload jobs and begin the post-processing phase.
In this novel framework, CPU resources are fully utilized to
handle concurrent connections. Multiple crypto operations
from different TLS connections can be offloaded concurrently
in one process/thread, which greatly increases the utilization
of the parallel computation engines inside the QAT accelera-
tor. To further enhance performance, QTLS is built with (1) a
heuristic polling scheme that leverages the application-level
knowledge to achieve efficient and timely QAT response
retrieval, and (2) a kernel-bypass notification scheme that
introduces an application-defined async queue to avoid ex-
pensive switches between user mode and kernel mode while
delivering async events.

QTLS leverages theQAT accelerator to offload TLS-involved
crypto operations. Its main idea is also applicable to other
types of ASIC crypto accelerators. We have implemented
QTLS based on Nginx [36] and OpenSSL [13]. Nginx is an
event-driven high-performance HTTP(S) and reverse proxy
server, used by 48.5% of the top one million websites [33].
OpenSSL is an SSL/TLS and crypto library, widely used on a
great variety of systems [53].

The performance advantages of QTLS have been validated
through extensive experiments that covered both TLS 1.2
and 1.3 protocols, both full and abbreviated (i.e., session
resumption) handshakes, and multiple mainstream cipher
suites. It’s demonstrated that QTLS greatly improves the
TLS handshake performance, achieving up to 9x connections
per second (CPS) with TLS-RSA (2048-bit) over the software
baseline. In addition, the secure data transfer throughput is
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Figure 1. Classic RSA-wrapped TLS processing

enhanced by more than 2x and the average response time is
reduced by nearly 85%.

In summary, this work makes the following contributions:
1. An important fact is revealed: for the event-driven TLS

servers or terminators, the straight offloading of crypto
operations suffers from the frequent long-lasting block-
ings in the offload I/O.

2. We propose and design the TLS asynchronous offload
framework for the event-driven web architecture. Due
to the enormous performance advantages, it has been
adopted by a number of service providers, like Alibaba
for e-commence [41] and Wangsu for CDN [21].

3. A heuristic polling scheme and a kernel-bypass notifica-
tion scheme are designed to further enhance the perfor-
mance of QTLS.

4. We show that QTLS can be practically implemented with
Nginx and OpenSSL, and evaluate its performance with
extensive experiments.

2 Background and Motivation
This section first gives an overview of the TLS protocols and
the event-driven web architecture. Then, we present back-
ground knowledge about Intel® QAT. Finally, we highlight
the challenges with TLS offloading for the event-driven web
architecture.

2.1 TLS Overview
Transport Layer Security (TLS) and its predecessor, Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL), have been de-facto standards for the
Internet security for more than 20 years [57]. TLS 1.0-1.2
protocols are currently dominant and the TLS 1.3 protocol
has recently been ratified and published (as RFC 8446) by
IETF [37].
An TLS connection can be divided into two main phases

[10]: (1) the handshake phase that determines crypto al-
gorithms, performs authentications and negotiates shared
keys for data encryption and message authentication code
(MAC); (2) the secure data transfer phase that sends en-
crypted data over the established TLS connection. The classic
RSA-wrapped TLS processing (i.e., the TLS-RSA cipher suite)
in the TLS 1.2 protocol is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Handshake: The RSA-wrapped handshake requires two
network round trips to exchange Hello messages, encrypted
Premaster and Finished messages, as shown in Figure 1. At
the server side, one asymmetric-key calculation (RSA sign)
is involved for authentication, which is the most computing-
intensive part of the TLS processing [6, 23]. Besides, multiple
pseudo random function (PRF) [54] operations are needed
for key derivation. For other cipher suites in the TLS 1.2
protocol with forward secrecy [3], such as the ECDHE-RSA
cipher suite [48], the handshake is more complicated and
involves two more asymmetric elliptic-curve cryptography
(ECC) [47] calculations at the server side. In the TLS 1.3
protocol, although one network round trip can be saved in
the handshake phase, the involved crypto operations cannot
be omitted [9]. Also, the enhanced security requires more
key derivation operations with the new HMAC-based key
derivation function (HKDF) [28]. Table 1 summarizes the
number of server-side crypto operations to perform a full
handshake.

Table 1. Server-side crypto operations for full handshake

TLS Cipher Suite RSA ECC PRF/HKDF
1.2 TLS-RSA 1 0 4
1.2 ECDHE-RSA 1 2 4
1.2 ECDHE-ECDSA 0 3 4
1.3 ECDHE-RSA 1 2 > 4

Secure data transfer: This phase is based on the nego-
tiated crypto keys, including at least two cipher keys and
two MAC keys. Each key pair is used for data encryption
and MAC calculation in one direction. Prior to encryption
and transmission, the data object is fragmented into units of
16KB if it is larger than this.

Resource consumption: TLS imposes a much higher re-
source consumption over an insecure implementation due
to the costly crypto operations [6, 23, 32, 59]. A recent study
[35] reported that a modern CPU core, which is able to
serve over 30K HTTP connections per second, cannot handle
more than 0.5K TLS handshakes per second with the main-
stream ECDHE-RSA (2048-bit) cipher suite. The overhead
mainly originates from the heavy asymmetric-key calcula-
tions [6, 23]. As the requested web object increases in size,
the computation overhead incurred by data encryption and
MAC calculation becomes considerable as well. Performance
testing [35] showed that when the request size increases
from 1 KB to 100 KB, the throughput drop compared to the
unencrypted case increases strongly from 45.7% to 85.4%.

Session resumption: TLS provides a shortcut named ses-
sion resumption (with either session ID or session ticket)
that avoids performing the full handshake each time [10].
Specifically, the asymmetric-key calculations can be skipped
in the handshake phase on later connections from the same
client. Although session resumption is effective in reducing
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Figure 2. A QAT endpoint and its usage model

the TLS resource consumption at the server side, the pro-
tection afforded by forward secrecy is compromised [42]. In
real-life deployment, service providers restrict the lifetime
of session IDs or tickets (generally less than an hour [42]) to
achieve a trade-off between performance and security.

2.2 Event-driven Web Architecture
There are two competitive architectures for web applications:
one is based on threads, while the other is based on events
[11]. Thread-based web applications (e.g., Apache [14]) ini-
tiate a new thread for each incoming connection. This suf-
fers from costly thread switches and high system resource
consumption under high traffic. In contrast, event-driven
web applications (e.g., Nginx [36]) have the ability to handle
thousands of concurrent connections in one process/thread,
bringing significant advances in both performance and scal-
ability [15, 44]. To align with the multi-core architecture,
multiple worker processes can be launched simultaneously
to handle incoming connections in a balanced manner.
To consolidate multiple connections to a single flow of

execution, the event-driven web architecture works with
network sockets in an asynchronous (non-blocking) mode
and monitors them with an event-based I/O multiplexing
mechanism (e.g., epoll [49] or kqueue [52]). In the so-called
event loop, the application process waits for events on the
monitored sockets. Once a queue of new events is returned,
the corresponding event handlers are invoked one by one.

2.3 Intel® QuickAssist Technology
Intel® QuickAssist Technology (QAT) is an ASIC-based solu-
tion to enhance security and compression performance for
cloud, networking, big data and storage applications [20].
Both kernel driver and userspace driver (implemented as a
library) are available to meet different requirements.

Usage model: As illustrated in Figure 2, a QAT endpoint
possesses multiple parallel computation engines and a num-
ber of hardware-assisted request/response ring pairs. Software
writes requests onto a request ring and reads responses back
from a response ring. The QAT hardware load-balances re-
quests from all rings across all available computation engines.
The availability of responses can be indicated using either
interrupt or polling.
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Several request/response ring pairs (for different crypto
types) are grouped into a QAT crypto instance, which is ac-
tually a logical unit that can be assigned to a process/thread
running on the CPU core. A modern QAT endpoint can
support up to 48 crypto instances to scale with the multi-
core architecture. If there are multiple QAT endpoints in
the server, one process can be assigned with multiple QAT
instances from different endpoints to employ more compu-
tation engines.

Parallelism: On the one hand, crypto requests submitted
from different processes to different QAT instances can be
calculated in parallel on multiple computation engines. On
the other hand, concurrent crypto requests submitted from
one process to one QAT instance can also be calculated in
parallel as long as there are available computation engines.
Here, "concurrent" means to submit the next request without
waiting for the completion of previous ones. If there are
sufficient concurrent requests, it is possible to fully load all
parallel computation engines with only one or two QAT
instances.

OpenSSL QAT Engine:QAT integrates its crypto service
into OpenSSL (a widely-used crypto library) [13] through a
standard engine named QAT Engine, which allows the seam-
less use by applications. When the QAT Engine is loaded,
applications can transparently offload crypto operations to
the QAT accelerator via the normal OpenSSL API . In general,
the QAT Engine supports the offloading of asymmetric cryp-
tography (e.g., RSA, ECDH and ECDSA), symmetric chained
cipher (e.g., AES128-CBC-HMAC-SHA1) and PRF.

2.4 Challenges with TLS Offloading
A straight offload mode for TLS processing is to replace the
crypto-related function call with an I/O call that interacts
with the hardware accelerator. This mode reuses the existing
TLS software stack with only few modifications. However,
for the event-driven web architecture, this kind of straight
offloading is not sufficiently competent and cannot reach the
anticipated performance enhancement.

In the software-based TLS processing, the crypto-related
function call is a synchronous blocking call to use the CPU
resource for crypto calculation. Both the TLS library layer
and the application layer cannot move on if a crypto opera-
tion has not been completed yet. This kind of design works
well with the CPU-only architecture, but in the straight of-
fload mode, it causes the frequent long-lasting blockings in
the offload I/O, as illustrated in Figure 3. Although the QAT
driver provides an inherently non-blocking interface (i.e.,
request/response), the QAT Engine cannot return control
to upper layers after it submits a crypto request from the
connection C1. That’s to say, it has to wait until the QAT
accelerator completes this request and generates a response.
Only after the response for crypto result is consumed, the
application process can continue execution to generate the
next crypto request (giving rise to the next blocking).
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calculating

C1 C2 C2

calculating

••• waiting waiting •••
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••• •••
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Application
Process
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Figure 3. TLS straight offload mode with QAT

For the event-driven web architecture, the blockings in
the offload I/O lead to the underutilization of both CPU and
QAT resources. First is the large amount of CPU cycles spent
waiting. After a crypto request is submitted to the accelerator,
the application process (typically running on a dedicated
core) is in the waiting state (either busy-looping or sleeping
to wait for the QAT response), stopping the cycle of handling
events for a long time. Second is the low utilization of the
parallel computation engines inside the QAT accelerator.
Since the second crypto request can only be submitted after
the completion of the first one, for each application process,
no more than one computation engine can be employed at
the same time.

3 QTLS Design
To achieve efficient TLS acceleration for the event-driven
web architecture, we propose QTLS, a high-performance TLS
asynchronous offload framework that leverages the QAT
accelerator to offload crypto operations. Its main idea is also
applicable to other types of ASIC crypto accelerators.

3.1 Overview
An overview of QTLS framework is shown in Figure 4. To
eliminate blockings in the offload I/O, QTLS re-engineers
the TLS software stack to enable the asynchronous support
for crypto operations in all the layers, including: the QAT
Engine layer, the TLS library layer and the application layer.
It divides the TLS offloading into four phases:
• Pre-processing: When a TLS handler (e.g., the handshake
handler) encounters a crypto operation, the offload job
is paused immediately after the crypto request is sub-
mitted to the QAT accelerator. The application process
continues execution to handle other connections, instead
of being blocked and waiting for the QAT response. Mul-
tiple crypto operations from different connections (C1,
C2, ...) can be offloaded concurrently in one process.

• QAT Response Retrieval: As more and more concurrent
crypto requests are submitted, the QAT responses for
them need to be retrieved in time. A heuristic polling
scheme is designed here to achieve efficient and timely
retrieval.
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Figure 4. An overview of QTLS framework

• Async Event Notification: Each time a new QAT response
is retrieved, the pre-registered response callback gener-
ates an async event to inform the application about the
completion of an async crypto request. A kernel-bypass
notification scheme is designed here to avoid expensive
switches between user mode and kernel mode while de-
livering async events.

• Post-processing: According to the captured async event,
the corresponding TLS connection along with the same
TLS handler will be rescheduled by the application pro-
cess to resume the paused offload job. Since the crypto
calculation result is now ready, this connection can move
on to the next step.
In this novel framework, CPU resources are fully utilized

to handle concurrent connections. Furthermore, the con-
currently offloaded crypto requests greatly increase the uti-
lization of the parallel computation engines inside the QAT
accelerator.

3.2 Pre-processing and Post-processing
As discussed in §2.4, the root cause of the blockings in the
offload I/O is that both the TLS library layer and the applica-
tion layer cannot move on if a crypto operation has not been
completed yet. We circumvent this restriction by introduc-
ing asynchronous crypto behaviors into the TLS software
stack and splitting the offload I/O into a pre-processing phase
(where async offload jobs are paused) and a post-processing
phase (where async offload jobs are resumed).
In the TLS library layer, QTLS introduces crypto pause

and crypto resumption. The former is leveraged by the QAT
Engine to pause the current offload job after a crypto request
is submitted and return control to the upper application with
a specific error code. The latter is leveraged by the application
process to resume a paused offload job to consume the crypto
result. The pause and resumption of an offload job require
careful management of the TLS context and the crypto state.
We have developed two types of implementations based on
OpenSSL, which will be elaborated in §4.1.

The application layer is the initiator and terminator of
async crypto operations. QTLS introduces a new state named
TLS-ASYNC into the application-maintained TLS state ma-
chine, which is connected to all other TLS states (e.g., Hand-
shake and TLS-Write) that may involve crypto operations.
Suppose that the currently-handled connection C1 is in
Handshake state (i.e., executing the handshake handler), as
shown in Figure 4. Once the TLS state machine identifies a
paused offload job from the specific error code returned by
the TLS library, it changes the TLS state from Handshake
to TLS-ASYNC. Each paused offload job corresponds to an
async handler. Here, it is set to the handshake handler, indi-
cating that the same handler needs to be rescheduled later
to conduct the post-processing phase. In addition, the appli-
cation layer is responsible to monitor all the paused offload
jobs and wait for async events that signal the completion of
crypto requests. The detailed design about monitoring and
notification will be presented together in §3.4.

The QAT Engine layer is a bridge between the TLS library
layer and the QAT driver layer. On the one hand, it registers
a response callback (used to generate an async event) when
it uses the non-blocking API provided by the QAT driver to
submit a crypto request. On the other hand, after the submis-
sion of a crypto request, it uses the crypto pause provided by
the TLS library to return control to the upper application.

A special case is the failure of crypto submission, possibly
because the QAT request ring is already full. QTLS resolves
this case by reusing the proposed framework. The offload
job is paused after an unsuccessful crypto submission. The
application is notified about this failure through either an
async event or a specific return code. The same TLS handler
will be rescheduled later to resume the paused offload job
and retry the crypto submission.

3.3 QAT Response Retrieval
QAT responses can be retrieved through either interrupt or
polling. QTLS leverages userspace I/O for crypto offloading,
where one userspace-based polling operation has much less
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overhead than one kernel-based interrupt [19]. Therefore,
QTLS selects polling to achieve high throughput, especially
at high-load state. A convenient polling method is to initiate
an independent thread for each application process to poll
the assigned QAT instances at regular intervals, as what
the QAT Engine does by default, but it comes with several
drawbacks inevitably:

• It introduces frequent context switches between applica-
tion processes and polling threads.

• It is hard to determine an appropriate polling interval: a
small interval may lead to a large amount of ineffective
polling operations while a big interval may incur a long
latency or even impede the throughput.

To achieve better performance and adapt well to varied
traffic, we design a heuristic polling scheme for QTLS. Since
the application is the producer of crypto requests, it has
the best knowledge about the proper time to retrieve QAT
responses. The heuristic polling scheme is integrated into
the application to (1) avoid an independent polling thread
and (2) leverage the application-level knowledge to guide
the polling behaviors. Sometimes, a polling operation should
be postponed to coalesce sufficient responses; however, an-
other time, a polling operation may need to be executed
immediately to reduce latency. The heuristic polling scheme
integrates both efficiency and timeliness, with the goal to
make the response retrieve rate always match the request
submission rate.

Efficiency: When there are a large number of concurrent
TLS connections (i.e., high offload traffic), it is reasonable
to coalesce sufficient QAT responses into one polling oper-
ation. The number of inflight (submitted but not retrieved
with a response) crypto requests is an appropriate indica-
tor and a polling operation is triggered when this number
reaches a pre-defined threshold. A notable fact is that the
asymmetric-key calculation takes a much longer time than
the calculation of other types of crypto requests. Therefore,
a bigger threshold is used if there exist inflight asymmetric
crypto requests.

Timeliness: During off-hours with few TLS connections,
a timely polling is important and necessary. An TLS con-
nection can be identified as (1) active if it is processing the
handshake, reading an HTTPS request or writing the HTTPS
response back; or (2) idle if it is waiting for a request from
the end client (including the keepalive case). In the current
design, each active TLS connection can only have one async
crypto request at the same time. Therefore, once the num-
ber of inflight async crypto requests equals the number of
active TLS connections, a polling operation needs to be exe-
cuted immediately. Otherwise, the application process may
get stuck as all active connections are waiting for QAT re-
sponses. This timeliness constraint greatly reduces the query
latency when there are only few end clients.

3.4 Async Event Notification
For the event-driven web architecture, a natural way for
the async event notification is to reuse the existing event-
driven approach. Specifically, each time an async offload job
is paused, a file descriptor (FD) [51] is allocated to it and
monitored by the application’s I/O multiplexing mechanism,
together with the network sockets. When a QAT response is
retrieved, the response callback function writes an event on
the corresponding FD to inform the application.

However, as file descriptors are maintained in the kernel,
this kind of FD-based notification inevitably introduces ex-
pensive switches between user mode and kernel mode. In
order to avoid this performance penalty, we design a kernel-
bypass notification scheme. An application-defined async
queue is introduced to work as the monitoring and notifi-
cation channel. When the TLS state machine identifies a
paused offload job, it already has the knowledge about its
async hander, which is actually the TLS handler needed to be
rescheduled when the application receives the async event.
This knowledge can be shared to the lower software stack.
Then, when a QAT response is retrieved, the response call-
back function can complete notification just by inserting the
corresponding async handler into the tail of the async queue.
This async queue will be processed at the end of the main
event loop. As long as there exist inflight crypto requests, the
main event loop keeps execution, instead of sleep-waiting
for events on the I/O multiplexing mechanism.

4 Implementation Details
QTLS can be implemented on various event-driven TLS
servers or terminators (e.g. Nginx, HAProxy and Squid). This
section presents the implementation based on Nginx [36]
and OpenSSL [13]. Nginx uses one master process for man-
agement and multiple worker processes for doing the real
work.

4.1 OpenSSL Async Crypto Support
We have developed the crypto pause and resumption in
OpenSSL for several years, and there are two kinds of imple-
mentations: stack async and fiber async.

Stack Async: Initially, we implemented the crypto pause
and resumption by altering the normal sequence of program
execution according to the state flag, as illustrated in Figure
5. When the crypto API (e.g., RSA sign) is invoked by the TLS
API (e.g., handshake) for the first time, it executes normally
to submit the crypto request. After a successful submission,
it sets the state flag to inflight and returns to the caller. The
state flag is set to ready when the QAT response is retrieved.
Then, the same TLS API is called again to conduct crypto
resumption, which requires careful skipping of some TLS op-
erations (e.g, ssl3_get_message) that have been completed in
the first call. As the state flag is ready now, the same crypto
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API jumps over the crypto submission part to directly con-
sume the crypto result. For the failure of crypto submission,
the state flag is set to retry and the application is responsible
to call the same TLS API later to retry the submission. The
stack async implementation has a good performance but it
is intrusive to OpenSSL as its API is not compatible with the
existing synchronous API.

Fiber Async: The intrusive stack async implementation
is unacceptable to the OpenSSL Community. After discus-
sion with OpenSSL maintainers, we agreed to a new imple-
mentation that unifies the asynchronous and synchronous
behaviors with the fiber mechanism [50]. Fibers are cooper-
ative lightweight threads of execution in user space, which,
in effect, provide a natural way to organize concurrent code
based on asynchronous I/O [27]. By using explicit yield-
ing and cooperative scheduling, fiber async implementation
manages multiple execution paths for async offload jobs in
one process/thread, as illustrated in Figure 6.

When the TLS API (e.g., handshake) is called for the first
time, it uses ASYNC_start_job to start a new fiber-based
ASYNC_JOB to encapsulate (fiber context swap here) the run-
ning piece of the TLS connection. The fiber-based ASYNC_
JOB can be paused at any point to return control to the
main code and resumed later to directly jump to the pause
point. If the invoked crypto API (e.g., RSA sign) identifies
an async offload job through ASYNC_get_current_job, it first
submits a crypto request in non-blocking mode and then
leverages ASYNC_pause_job to return control (fiber context
swap here). When the same TLS API is called again, it uses
ASYNC_start_job with the paused ASYNC_JOB as an argu-
ment to directly jump (fiber context swap here) to the pause
point and consume the crypto result.

The fiber async implementation has a slight performance
penalty due to the fiber management and switches, but it is
compatible with the existing API. It has been included into
OpenSSL official releases since version 1.1.0 series.

4.2 Nginx Modifications for Async Crypto Support
The crypto pause may occur in the following functions: ngx_
ssl_handshake, ngx_ssl_handle_recv, ngx_ssl_write and ngx_

job != NULL

non-blocing crypto submission

TLS API

ASYNC_start_job(NULL, ...)
start a new ASYNC_JOB

Crypto API Begin

job = ASYNC_get_current_job()

ASYNC_pause_job()

context  swap

context
swap

consume crypto result

TLS API

ASYNC_start_job(job, ...)
resume an ASYNC_JOB

context  swap

Crypto API End

ASYNC
PAUSE

ASYNC
FINISH

pause point

Crypto Pause Crypto Resumption

Figure 6.Workflow of fiber async

ssl_shutdown. These functions are modified to recognize the
new error code from OpenSSL named SSL_ERROR_WANT_
ASYNC, which indicates that an async crypto request has
been submitted. If this new error code is received, the async
handler of the paused offload job is is set to the current
handler (e.g., ngx_ssl_handshake_handler).

Ideally, after an async offload job is paused and the execu-
tion is returned to Nginx, the only type of event expected for
this TLS connection is an async event, which will resume the
paused job. However, the possibility exists that a read event
(from the network socket) occurs before the expected async
event. This read event could be the next message during the
TLS handshake or the first HTTP request after connection
establishment. This kind of event disorder may cause the
HTTP or TLS State Machine to go back to a previous state.
To address this issue, QTLS clears and saves the handler of
the read event when an async event is being expected, and
restores it when the async event is being processed.

4.3 Heuristic Polling Scheme
The information about the inflight crypto requests is col-
lected in the QAT Engine layer for accuracy. The different
types of TLS crypto operations are counted independently,
denoted by Rasym , Rcipher and Rpr f respectively. Each time
a crypto-related function in the QAT Engine (e.g., qat_rsa_
priv_dec) is invoked, the corresponding number (e.g., Rasym )
is increased by one. Once a QAT response is retrieved, the
corresponding number is subtracted by one in the response
callback function. The total number of inflight crypto re-
quests (denoted by Rtotal ) is calculated by adding these three
variables together and shared to the upper application with
a new engine command.

Nginx has a stub_status module that collects useful infor-
mation including the number of alive connections and the
number of idle connections that are waiting for a request.
Based on this, QTLS adds the checking for TLS-enabled con-
nections and calculates the number of active TLS connections
(denoted by TCactive ) with the the equation: TCactive =

TCalive −TCidle .
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The timeliness and efficiency constraints can be satisfied
either when Rtotal increases or when TCactive decreases.
Therefore, in Nginx, wherever a crypto operation may be
involved orTCactive may be updated , it is required to check
these constraints and determine whether to execute a polling
operation. The default thresholds for the efficiency constraint
are set to 48 (for Rasym > 0) and 24 (for Rasym = 0). We have
opened the threshold setting in the Nginx configuration file.

In our large amount of tests, the heuristic polling scheme
works well to retrieve all QAT responses in time. For a
failover, a timer (e.g., five milliseconds) can be set inside
Nginx to periodically check whether at least one heuristic
polling operation is triggered during the last interval. If not
but there exist in-flight offload requests, an extra polling
operation can be executed at once.

4.4 Async Event Notification
FD-based notification: QAT Engine uses the set-FD API to
associate a FD with an async job before crypto pause. The
application uses the get-FD API at proper time to obtain the
information about added FDs (need to be added into moni-
toring) and deleted FDs (need to be deleted frommonitoring).
Normally, a new FD should be created for each paused offload
job. Considering the fact that each TLS connection can only
have one async offload job at the same time, an optimization
for lower overhead is to share one FD across all async jobs
from the same TLS connection.

Kernel-bypass notification: An application-level call-
back function is introduced to manipulate the async queue.
This function takes the async handler information as the
argument and inserts it into the tail of the async queue.
In OpenSSL, two new members, named callback and call-
back_arg, are added to the data structure of the fiber-based
ASYNC_JOB. Meanwhile, a series of new APIs are introduced
for users to set or get them.

Each time the TLS statemachine identifies a paused offload
job, it invokes the SSL_set_async_callback API to set the
application-level callback and the async handler. When a
QAT response is retrieved, the response callback function
leverages the ASYNC_WAIT_CTX_get_callback API to check
whether the callback member has been set for the current
offload job. If so, it can directly invoke the application-level
callback function with callback_arg (i.e., the async-handler
information) as the argument to complete notification.

5 Evaluation
5.1 Experimental Setup
We established an experimental testbed with one tested
server and two client servers that were connected back-to-
back via Intel® XL710 40GbENICs. All servers were equipped
with two 22-core Intel® Xeon® E5-2699 v4 CPU (hyper-
threading enabled) and 64GB RAM. We ran CentOS 7.3 with
Linux Kernel 3.10 on them. QTLS was installed on the tested

server with one Intel® DH8970 PCIe QAT card, which con-
tains three independent QAT endpoints.

The tested QTLS was based on Nginx 1.10.3 and OpenSSL
1.1.0g. Nginx supports a number of working modes, such as
a web server, a reverse proxy server or a load balancer. Since
all these modes share the same TLS processing module, we
only configured Nginx as an HTTPS web server to conduct
the testing. In addition, the fiber async implementation was
used in the evaluation as it has been included into OpenSSL
official releases.
In the tested server, multiple Nginx workers were con-

figured to occupy the same number of dedicated hyper-
threading (HT) cores. Each worker process was equipped
with one QAT instance. The allocated QAT instances were
distributed evenly from the three QAT endpoints. The timer-
based polling thread (needed in some configurations) for
each Nginx worker was pinned to the same core as the
worker.

The evaluation was conducted in terms of TLS handshake
performance, secure data transfer throughput and average re-
sponse time. We covered both TLS 1.2 and 1.3 protocols, both
full and abbreviate (i.e., session resumption) handshakes, and
multiple mainstream cipher suites in the evaluation. To eval-
uate all aspects of QTLS, the following five configurations
are compared:

• SW : software calculation with modern AES-NI instruc-
tions for TLS-involved crypto operations.

• QAT+S: straight offloadmodewith the timer-based polling
thread (10 µs polling interval by default) for QAT re-
sponse retrieval.

• QAT+A: TLS asynchronous offload framework with the
timer-based polling thread and the FD-based notification
scheme.

• QAT+AH : replacing the polling thread with the heuristic
polling scheme, based on the QAT+A configuration.

• QTLS: the full QTLS with both heuristic polling scheme
and kernel-bypass notification scheme.

5.2 Full Handshake Performance
The TLS handshake performance was measured with the
OpenSSL s_time tool. In each of the two client servers, 1000
s_time processes were simultaneously launched to establish
new TLS connections (i.e., full handshake) with the Nginx
running on the tested server. We first evaluated the full
handshake performance for three mainstream cipher suites
in the TLS 1.2 protocol: TLS-RSA, ECDHE-RSA and ECDHE-
ECDSA.

The full handshake performance of TLS-RSA (2048-bit) is
shown in Figure 7a. Here "2HT" indicates that two Nginx
workers are running on two dedicated hyper-threading (HT)
cores (belonging to the same physical core). It can be seen
that the connections per second (CPS) value increases lin-
early for all five configurations when the number of Nginx
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Figure 7. Full handshake performance for three mainstream cipher suites in the TLS 1.2 protocol
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Figure 8. Full handshake performance in
TLS 1.3 with ECDHE-RSA (2048-bit)
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Figure 9. Session resumption performance in TLS 1.2 with ECDHE-RSA (2048-bit)

workers varies from 2 to 24. Taking the 8HT case as an ex-
ample, the SW configuration gives 4.3K CPS. The straight
offloading of RSA and PRF operations (i.e., the QAT+S config-
uration) improves the CPS by a factor of two. In the QAT+A
configuration, the TLS asynchronous offload framework fully
utilizes both CPU and QAT resources, bringing a CPS boost
to 29.5K, which is a 7x improvement over the SW config-
uration. In the QAT+AH configuration, an additional 20%
CPS enhancement (i.e., 35.8K) was obtained by the heuristic
polling for QAT responses. Finally, the kernel-bypass notifi-
cation scheme further improves the CPS by 8%, leading to a
CPS value of 38.8K in the QTLS configuration. In general, the
full QTLS provides a 9x CPS improvement over the software
baseline. For the 32HT case, both the QAT+AH and the QTLS
configurations give about 100K CPS, achieving the upper
limit of the DH8970 QAT card.
Figure 7b shows the handshake performance of ECDHE-

RSA (2048-bit), which involves two more ECC calculations
compared to the TLS-RSA cipher suite. The OpenSSL default
curve, NIST P-256, was used for the ECC computation. The
QAT+S configuration shows no CPS improvement over the
SW configuration due to the blockings in the offload I/O.
The QAT+A configuration with the TLS asynchronous of-
fload framework improves the CPS by a factor of more than
four. The heuristic polling scheme and kernel-bypass notifi-
cation scheme give additional 20% and 6% CPS enhancement
respectively. The full QTLS provides a 5.5x CPS improve-
ment over the software baseline, with 16 Nginx workers to
achieve the QAT upper limit (i.e., 40K CPS).

For another mainstream cipher suite ECDHE-ECDSA that
involves three ECC calculations, we evaluated six NIST curves

with four Nginx workers, as shown in Figure 7c. A striking
phenomenon is that for the P-256 curve, the SW configura-
tion provides an abnormal high CPS and outperforms the
QAT+S configuration significantly. This is because the prime
of the P-256 curve is "Montgomery Friendly" and can be
implemented into the Montgomery domain [17]. This fea-
ture makes the ECDSA (P-256) sign 2.33x faster than the
traditional implementation. Nevertheless, QTLS enhances
the CPS by more than 70% compared to the special software
implementation. It is worth noting that not all ECC prime
curves can be optimized by using the Montgomery domain.
For the stronger P-384 curve, QTLS provides a 14x CPS im-
provement over the software baseline. Moreover, according
to SafeCurves [1], the widely-used P-256 curve has poten-
tial security risks. Therefore, we also evaluated another four
counterpart curves: NIST binary curves (B-283 and B-409)
and NIST koblitz curves (K-283 and K-409). For all these four
curves, QTLS enhances the CPS by more than 12x compared
to the SW configuration.

TLS 1.3: We also evaluated the full handshake perfor-
mance for the TLS 1.3 protocol (provided by OpenSSL 1.1.1-
pre8) with the cipher suite ECDHE-RSA (2048-bit), as shown
in Figure 8. QTLS provides a 3.5x CPS improvement over
the software baseline, lower than the TLS 1.2 case. The main
reason is that the TLS 1.3 protocol introduces a new key
derivation function named HKDF, which cannot be offloaded
through the QAT Engine currently.

5.3 Session Resumption Performance
Session resumption are widely used in real-life deployment
to reduce the resource consumption at the server side. In the
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Figure 10. Secure data transfer with varied files
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Figure 11. Latency under different concurrencies
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Figure 12. Comparison between the timer-based polling thread and the heuristic polling scheme

TLS 1.2 protocol, an abbreviated handshake for session re-
sumption involves PRF calculations only. We first evaluated
the session resumption performance with 100% abbreviated
handshakes. The evaluation environment is identical to the
full handshake testing. A difference is that the "reuse" option
was used in the s_time tool to establish resumed connections.
As shown in Figure 9a, with abbreviated handshakes only,
QTLS can provide a 30%-40% CPS enhancement over the
software baseline. In contrast, the straight offload mode (i.e.,
the QAT+S configuration) suffers from the blockings in the
offload I/O and gives an obviously lower CPS compared to
the SW configuration without TLS offloading.
As mentioned in §2.1, session resumption compromises

the protection afforded by forward secrecy and the lifetime
of session IDs or tickets is typically restricted. Real-life traffic
is a mixture of full and abbreviated handshakes. The ratio
between them depends on the security policy. We evaluated
an example ratio of 1:9 (i.e., 10% full handshakes) with the
cipher suite ECDHE-RSA (2048-bit), as shown in Figure 9b.
Compared to the SW configuration, QTLS improves the CPS
by more than 2x. For a specific ratio between full and abbre-
viated handshakes, the CPS enhancement with the cipher
suite ECDHE-RSA (2048-bit) ranges between 1.3x and 5.5x.
A bigger percentage of full handshakes (i.e., more stringent
security policy) leads to a higher CPS improvement.

5.4 Secure Data Transfer Throughput
We used Apachebench (ab) to measure secure data transfer
throughput with the requested file size varying from 4 KB
to 1024 KB. The cipher suite for secure data transfer was
AES128-SHA. In the tested server, eight Nginx workers were

launched and the keepalive setting was tuned to avoid the
influence of TLS handshake. In a client sever, 400 ab processes
were configured to continuously request for a fixed file.

The experiments results are shown in Figure 10. For the
4 KB case, QTLS only provides a slight higher throughput
compared to the SW configuration. As the requested file
size increases, the performance benefits of QTLS becomes
bigger because the data encryption for the file incurs more
cipher operations at the server side. Taking the 128 KB case
as an example, one file incurs eight (calculated by 128/16)
cipher operations. The QAT+A configuration improves the
throughput by 60% compared to the SW configuration. The
combination of heuristic polling scheme and kernel-bypass
notification scheme contributes additional 25%-30% through-
put enhancement. The full QTLS provides more than 2x
throughput improvement over the software baseline.

5.5 Average Response Time
The average response time was evaluated with different con-
currencies, i.e., different numbers of concurrent end clients.
Only one Nginx worker was launched in the tested server.
In a client server, multiple ab processes were launched to
simulate end clients and make concurrent requests for a
small-size page (less than 100 bytes) with the cipher suite
TLS-RSA (2048-bit). A full handshake is needed for each
request.

As shown in Figure 11, for a concurrency of 1, the QAT+S
configuration has the lowest latency due to the busy-loop
waiting for the crypto result. The QTLS configuration with
the heuristic polling scheme has the second smallest response
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time. This is because once the number of inflight offload re-
quests equals the number of active TLS connections (here,
1), a heuristic polling operation is immediately performed to
retrieve at least one QAT response. The QAT+A configura-
tion shows a longer response time since the QAT response
retrieval is only triggered after a fixed time interval (here,
10 µs). The SW configuration has the highest latency due
to the software calculation of the computing-intensive RSA
operation.
With the increase of concurrency, the advantage of the

TLS asynchronous offload framework becomes more signifi-
cant. Since multiple crypto operations from different connec-
tions can be offloaded concurrently, the QAT+A configura-
tion achieves about 75% latency reduction over the software
baseline when the concurrency reaches 64. After adding
the heuristic polling scheme and kernel-bypass notification
scheme, the full QTLS can decrease the average response
time by nearly 85%.

5.6 Polling Thread vs. Heuristic Polling
We evaluated the timer-based polling thread with different
polling intervals to prove the advantages of the heuristic
polling scheme. Three testing scenarios were designed with
the TLS asynchronous offload framework: (1) 10 µs: using
the timer-based polling thread with a 10 µs interval; (2) 1 ms:
using the timer-based polling thread with a 1ms interval; (3)
heuristic: using the proposed heuristic polling scheme.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 12. The

10 µs configuration brings a relatively low handshake per-
formance (about 20% gap) because it suffers from frequent
context switches and a large amount of ineffective polling
operations. For the 1 ms configuration, when there is only
a small number of concurrent end clients, it not only gives
a high latency but also lowers the throughput dramatically
as it has to wait for 1 ms before retrieving QAT responses.
The heuristic polling scheme leverages the application-level
knowledge to make the response retrieve rate match the
request submission rate. It achieves the best performance for
all the above experiments and adapts well to varied network
traffic (i.e., different concurrencies).

6 Related Work
TLS acceleration has been attracting more and more atten-
tion due to its increasing importance. The main TLS perfor-
mance bottleneck is the involved costly crypto operations.
A variety of efforts have been made to accelerate TLS from
the following aspects.

Software acceleration: Shacham et al. [38] presented an
algorithmic approach, batching the SSL handshakes on the
web server with Batch RSA, to speed up SSL. Boneh et al. [2]
described three fast variants of RSA (Batch RSA, Multi-factor
RSA and Rebalanced RSA) and analyzed their security issues.
A client-side caching of handshake information is proposed

in [39] to reduce the network overhead. Castelluccia et al.
[4] examined a technique for re-balancing RSA-based clien-
t/server handshakes, which puts more work on clients to
achieve better SSL performance on the server.

CPU-level improvement: AES instruction set, an ex-
tension to the x86 instruction set architecture, has been
integrated into many processors to improve the speed of
encryption and decryption using AES [46]. Kounavis et al.
[26] presented a set of processor instructions along with
software optimizations that can be used to accelerate end-to-
end encryption and authentication. In [16], a novel constant
run-time approach was proposed to implement fast modular
exponentiation on IA processors.

Hardware offloading: This is a promising solution be-
cause accelerators typically provide much faster crypto cal-
culation than the CPU. A number of studies have been con-
ducted to enable TLS-involved crypto algorithms (e.g., RSA,
AES and HMAC) on different types of hardware accelerators,
including GPU [18, 23, 43, 58], FPGA [22, 24, 40] and Intel®
Xeon Phi™ processor [59]. The main focus of these studies
is to program the general-purpose accelerators to enable
efficient crypto calculation. In contrast, the QAT accelerator
leveraged in this work inherently supports high-performance
and energy-efficient calculation for mainstream crypto al-
gorithms. Our focus is to eliminate blockings in the offload
I/O and achieve high-performance TLS offloading for the
event-driven TLS servers/terminators.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed and designed QTLS, a QAT-based
high-performance TLS asynchronous offload framework,
for the popular event-driven web architecture. QTLS re-
engineers the TLS software stack and divides the TLS of-
floading into four phases: pre-processing, QAT response re-
trieval, async event notification and post-processing. This
novel framework eliminates blockings in the offload I/O to
fully utilize both CPU andQAT resources. Moreover, a heuris-
tic polling scheme and a kernel-bypass notification scheme
were designed to further enhance the system performance.
We have implemented QTLS based on the widely-deployed
Nginx and OpenSSL. The comprehensive performance eval-
uation demonstrated that QTLS outperforms the software-
based TLS processing by a significant margin, especially in
the handshake phase.
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A Artifact Appendix
A.1 Abstract
This artifact contains the source codes of the two impor-
tant components of QTLS, i.e., the asynchronous offload
mode and the heuristic polling scheme. At least one QAT
acceleration device is required to conduct the performance
evaluation.

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)
• Program: OpenSSL, QAT Engine, Async Mode Nginx
• Compilation: gcc
• Binary: Linux executables
• Run-time environment: CentOS 7.3 or later.
• Hardware: QAT acceleration device is required.
• Execution: Shell commands.
• Metrics: CPS (Connections per second) for handshake and
Throughput (Mbps) for secure data transfer.

• Experiments: Full handshake, session resumption and data
transfer throughput.

• Publicly available?: Yes, in both Zenodo and Github.
• Workflow frameworks used?: No.

A.3 Description
A.3.1 How delivered
Most of our work has been available as open source. QTLS
includes three components: asynchronous offload mode (the
most important part), heuristic polling scheme (an impor-
tant optimization) and kernel-bypass notification scheme (a
further optimization). The source codes of the former two
have been placed on Zenodo (DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.2008661,
web link: https://zenodo.org/record/2008661).

It’s recommended to refer to our Github repositories for
the latest codes and guidelines.

• Intel® QAT OpenSSL Engine: https://github.com/intel/
QAT_Engine

• Intel® QAT Async Mode Nginx: https://github.com/
intel/asynch_mode_nginx

The fiber async infrastructure is available in OpenSSL
official releases since version 1.1.0 series.

A.3.2 Hardware dependencies
Two connected physical servers are required: one as the
tested server and one as the client. At least one of the fol-
lowing QAT acceleration devices is required in the tested
server:

• Intel® C62X Series Chipset
• Intel® Communications Chipset 8925 to 8955 Series
• Intel® Communications Chipset 8900 to 8920 Series

A.3.3 Software dependencies
• GNU C Library version 2.23 or later
• OpenSSL 1.1.0e or later
• Validated in CentOS 7.3 with kernel 3.10.

A.4 Installation
A complete software environment in the tested server in-
volves the installation of QAT Driver, OpenSSL, QAT Engine
and Async Mode Nginx:

1. Intel® QAT Driver
• download the newest driver and guideline from the
QAT website

• install driver according to the guideline
2. OpenSSL (1.1.0e or later)

• download it from the OpenSSL website
• install it according to the README

3. QAT Engine (v0.5.37 or later)
• download it from our Github repository
• install it and configure qat service according to the
README

4. Async Mode Nginx
• download it from our Github repository
• install it according to the README

A.5 Experiment workflow
• Start Nginx in the tested server. One can modify the
Nginx conf file for different configurations (refer to
the README of Async Mode Nginx for more details).

• Launch benchmarks (e.g., OpenSSL s_timea or Apachebench)
in the client server to evaluate the TLS performance
of the running Nginx in the tested server.

A.6 Evaluation and expected result
Four configurations (SW, QAT+S, QAT+A and QAT+AH ) can
be evaluated with this artifact. A few notes to compare dif-
ferent configurations:

• Pay attention to hyper-threading, which has an obvi-
ous influence on the performance.

• Set CPU core affinity for both Nginx workers and the
polling threads. Make sure that different configura-
tions employ the same number of cores.

• Multiple benchmark processes may be needed in the
client server to fully load the running Nginx.

After each QAT-related testing, one can check how many
crypto requests have been processed by the QAT accelerator:

[root@server]# cat /sys/kernel/debug/qat*/fw_counters

It is expected too see the following performance enhance-
ment between different configurations:

• QAT+S: in some cases, it provides higher performance
compared to the SW configuration; in other cases, it
provides similar or even lower performance.

• QAT+A: for full handshake, it provides significant per-
formance boost compared to the SW configuration;
for most of other cases, it can also provide obvious
performance enhancement.
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• QAT+AH : benefiting from the heuristic polling scheme,
it brings additional performance enhancement (about
20% for most cases) over the QAT+A configuration.

A.7 Experiment customization
We extended the simple engine setting scheme in Nginx
to an SSL Engine Framework, which provides flexible and
powerful accelerator configuration directly in the Nginx conf
file. One can customize the QAT offload behaviors through
this framework, such as which crypto algorithms to offload,
which polling method to use and the software/hardware
switches. Besides, the number of Nginx workers and the TLS
cipher suite to use can also be set in the Nginx conf file.
An example customization of the QAT offload behaviors

is as follows:

worker_processes 8;
load_module modules/ngx_ssl_engine_qat_module.so;
...
ssl_engine {

use qat_engine;
default_algorithm RSA ,EC,DH,PKEY_CRYPTO;
qat_engine {

qat_offload_mode async;
qat_notify_mode poll;
qat_poll_mode heuristic;
qat_heuristic_poll_asym_threshold 48;
qat_heuristic_poll_sym_threshold 24;

}
}
...
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